RJL
Volusia LIVE
Instructional Model
Schedule

• 7:45 AM – 2:30 PM
• LUNCH
• SPECIAL AREA
VOLUSIA LIVE
Instructional Material and Device Pickup

Who?
Students who are enrolled for Volusia Live K-5 at RJ Longstreet.

When?
Thursday, August 27
7:45AM- 2:45PM

Where?
Media Center Back Entrance
Enter back gate on Ridge Rd.
Located between Thames Ave. and Richards Ln.
Volusia Live Expectations

Engage in productive work

- Join assigned teams and remain online according to schedule
- Follow CHAMPS procedures
- Participate in class discussions
- Dressed in appropriate clothing
Volusia Live
Expectations
ENGAGE IN PRODUCTIVE WORK
• KEEP DEVICE CHARGED AND READY TO USE
• USE CHAT TO PARTICIPATE IN CLASSROOM DISCUSSIONS WHEN DIRECTED BY TEACHER
• STAY FOCUSED ON DIRECTED TOPIC
• COMPLETE RECESS AND RETURN ON TIME
Volusia Live Expectations

MAINTAIN A SAFE AND CLEAN ENVIRONMENT

• STUDENTS WILL HAVE A SAFE AND QUIET ENVIRONMENT

• STUDENTS AND FAMILIES WILL BE DRESSED IN APPROPRIATE CLOTHING

• SHOW RESPECT AT ALL TIMES

• KEEP VIDEO ON UNTIL DIRECTED

• REMAIN ON MUTE UNTIL DIRECTED
Volusia Live
Expectations
SHARE SPACE EFFECTIVELY

• FOLLOW CHAMPS PROCEDURES
• FOLLOW DAILY SCHEDULES
• CONTACT OFFICE TO REPORT ABSENCES AND CHECKOUTS
• CONTACT OFFICE TO SCHEDULE TEACHER CONFERENCES.
• PARTICIPATE IN CLASSROOM DISCUSSIONS BY USING THE RAISE YOUR HAND TOOL.
**CHAMPS**

**Conversation**
Mute your mic until it is your turn to speak.

**Help**
Raise hand to ask questions or post in chat.

**Activity**
Be an active listener and participant. Have books and materials ready.

**Movement**
Find a quiet place and stay seated during online meeting. Webcam is on.

**Participation**
Raise hand to speak. Add to discussion using chat. Stay on lesson topic.

**Success**
Be patient. Be positive. Be kind. Be motivated.

Microsoft Teams

03:15
Webcam ~ Microphone ~
Engage in Productive Work
- Arrive on time and know your schedule.
- Dress for success! School appropriate clothing.
- Have materials: notebook/pencil, textbooks, waterbottle, etc. ready before the meeting.
- Be an active participant.

Maintain a Safe and Clean Environment
- Setup in a quiet space.
- Have device charged and headphones ready.
- Show R-E-S-P-E-C-T. Sit up, be focused, & look at camera when speaking.
- Posts and comments must be on lesson topic.

Share Space Effectively
- Mute Microphone (unless called on)
- Raise virtual hand to speak/ask questions.
- Good communication is important!!
- Keep video on during live lessons.
Questions?